Lexical Decision Probes

**Practice**
TAKE
BROG
SIP
YESTERDAY
BONANER
SHORT
TAGZ
BRINE
QUOK
FREEQ
YOU
GRIB
SLURP
TODAY
WERD
LONGER
TAKEN
BRANE
BUYER
PLISK

**Positive**
TERRIFIC
FABULOUS
PLEASED
FANTASTIC
HAPPY
DELIGHTED
ECSTATIC
AFFECTIONATE
SATISFIED
BELONGING
CHEERFUL
BLISSFUL
JOYFUL
ELATED
HAPPY
JOLLY
PLEASED
GLAD
GLEEFUL
COMFORTABLE

**Negative**
SAD
SUFFERING
WORRIED
ANXIOUS
UNHAPPY
ASHAMED
GUILTY
DISAPPOINTED
HOPELESSNESS
SORROWFUL
MAD
HURT
DESPARING
FURIOUS
DEPRESSED
DREADFUL
GUILTY
RESENTFUL
BITTER
GRIEF

**Neutral**
PIANO
BUCKET
COMPUTE
EIGHTEENTH
STEREO
WOODEN
LABORATORY
SPEAKER
SCHOLARLY
LEARNING
ABATEMENT
SAIL
ABANDON
BREATHLESS
BACKGROUND
ABSORPTION
ANTENNA
ELEPHANT
MATHEMATICS
FLAMBOYANT  
TIPPED  
MICROPHONE  
MANAGE  
MALE  
GOAT  
SUPERFICIAL  
ELEPHANTS  
FINGERING  
LIQUID  
CHALKBOARD  
ANTENNA  
HAT  
DISKETTE  
PIANO  
PEANUT  
SPEAKERS  
STEREO  
NOBBY  
SOFTENER  
BEAM  

**Nonwords**  
DISLINKTIVE  
LAMTURN  
CHOCTALOE  
REIGHT  
DIMENSHUN  
INELITABLY  
WOR  
NASP  
MILTACE  
USELISS  
PARPERE  
RABIO  
DISTINKTLY  
NIOFUSION  
SUALS  
LADERAL  
INVENTOL  
MILLEMIUN  
APSLLEE  
RITANGLE  
IRONIK